Courses
3,000+ easily discoverable on-demand courses

O'Reilly's editorial team has taken our most popular videos and made them easier to discover as courses. Many of them are essential for the top roles in tech today, so your users can develop the exact skills they need to prepare them to succeed.

Thousands of ways to help your users stay ahead

We've taken 3,000+ of our most popular video titles and made them more discoverable as on-demand courses. They're essential for developing foundational skills in the most in-demand tech disciplines.

Courses tailored to the most in-demand tech roles today

The O'Reilly editorial team has curated groups of on-demand courses that specifically target skills development across the top roles in tech today. So users know exactly what they need to learn to succeed at a position.

Role-based curation leads users to what they need to know

Now your users can pursue all the foundational skills needed to take on the most in-demand roles in tech. Here's a sampling of what they'll find.

- **Software developer**
  Build your core skills across programming languages, tools, and methodologies.

- **System administrator**
  Maintain the entire stack, manage permissions, implement SSO, and more.

- **Software architect**
  Learn the patterns and methods to manage the complexities of architecture.

- **Data/ML engineer**
  Know how to store, process, and analyze data and empower ML to leverage it.

- **Cybersecurity engineer**
  Put zero trust, threat modeling, vulnerability testing, and more to work.

- **Cloud native engineer**
  Know about packaging and deployment with AWS, Google Cloud, Azure—or multicloud.

- **DevOps engineer**
  Handle legacy systems while migrating to scalable infrastructures.

- **Database administrator**
  Level up with Apache, HTML, Java, SQL, Linux, Unix, Oracle, and all things IT.

- **Frontend engineer**
  Get proficient with JavaScript, HTML, CSS, frameworks, WPO, SEO, and more.

- **Business analyst**
  Develop a foundation of analytics and reporting to bridge IT and the C-suite.
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Ask your ProQuest representative for a free trial by contacting us at sales@proquest.com.